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Centurylink outage today

Source: Samuel Contreras/Android Central Whether it's a natural disaster, power outage, or network problems, Sprint outages happen. Sometimes an outage can just be a phone configuration problem. Still, outcomes are inevitable and completely sucking, but there are things you can do to alleviate some of the frustration. Sprint is now
part of T-Mobile, and while sales and new accounts are being created on T-Mobile, support and account management are handled individually. If you experience a T-Mobile outage on your T-Mobile account, contact T-Mobile Support. If you experience frequent outages or inconsistent service, you should check out whether one of the best
providers you can get offers better coverage. Check your device First thing is first: Is the problem on just one of your devices, like your phone or tablet? If so, then it could be the device acting up, then turn it off, wait a few seconds, and turn it off again. If it's only one device, it's probably a configuration error. From time to time, Sprint will
update a phone's configuration with an update, and it's possible that the phone won't connect afterwards. Sometimes a simple restart of the phone can solve this problem. If you still have an Internet connection, even if it's slow, try reusing the update. To do this, you can enter ##update# (##873283#) in the call button or find an option in the
settings to update the network profile. For more information about your specific device, call customer service or visit a local store. We recommend calling in advance to make sure that the place you visit has technicians on site. If you notice the problem on multiple devices (each family member's phone is having problems with texting), then
you are likely to face an outage. Don't forget wi-fi Although it can be frustrating having to deal with an outage, there will be times when your connection isn't available. It's important to be able to make use of features like Wi-Fi calls to minimize the impact on your business or everyday life. However, Wi-Fi provided by a Sprint device can
share the outcome, so it will be necessary to have Wi-Fi from another source. Enabling Wi-Fi calls should allow you to continue making calls and using the Internet during a Sprint outage. It's always good to have a backup way to contact someone like using an app like Whatsapp, Facebook Messenger, or Telegram that can work with only
one data connection. Visit an outage website There are quite a few websites that document carrier outages in the US so you can see if other people have the same problems you are before they have to sit on hold with Sprint to find out if something is wrong. Source: Downdetector This screenshot does not represent current conditions
downdetector.com is one of the more popular options offering a graph of Sprint issues over the last 24 hours, as well as a which shows you which areas outcomes can affect the most. Outage.Report is another good good featuring a live coverage map as well. Either way, check online before contacting Sprint, because if there's an outage,
you can wait a long time to talk to someone. Check out the My Sprint app Source: Android Central If you're an Android user, you'll already need to have the My Sprint app installed on your phone. if not, take it on Google Play. If you're an iPhone user, you can download it directly from the App Store. Not only can this app be used to access
your account information and data usage, but it also has some troubleshooting options built in to help if there is a service issue. Sometimes a service crash can actually be a failed payment on your Sprint invoice. You can even report issues like lost calls, sms problems, slow data speeds, or no service at all. It will use your GPS location to
report the problems that can help isolate a problem, such as a periodic connection. This is really only worth it if there is a local problem, such as an area or tower that does not connect. If there is a system-wide outage, the report won't matter. Contact Sprint If all else fails, or if you want to know how long an outage can last, contact Sprint
directly by phone or online chat. Check the Sprint Support Center page for specific issues and click the yellow chat button when it appears after a few seconds. The chat is open 24/7. You can also call customer service by calling *2 on a Sprint phone or by calling 1-888-211-4727. You can also tweet directly to the Sprint @sprintcare or
message customer service on Facebook. You can also report a network problem by signing in to My Sprint. Contact Sprint Should your contact T-Mobile? Unless you moved your Sprint account to a T-Mobile account with T-Mobile subscriptions, no. While sales and new accounts have been unified under the T-Mobile brand, existing Sprint
customers will still have access to their accounts and support separately from T-Mobile customers. Even if you enter a Sprint phone number on T-Mobile's login page, you will be moved to Sprint's old website. If you want to visit a Sprint or T-Mobile store, check out T-Mobile's store locater to find a location that serves Sprint customers. It is
safe to say that a first part T-Mobile Store will serve both sets of customers and many T-Mobile authorized resellers will as well. Look for a store with a Sprint Repair Center if you think your phone may be damaged or malfunctioning for most repair options. The fast, smooth and cutting-edge Galaxy S20 is one of the best devices to use on
Sprint thanks to great hardware, including 5G access on the T-Mobile network. We can earn a commission for purchase using our links. Learn more. This service will not be available due to system maintenance. We're sorry for the inconvenience. If more information is available, you can find it by selecting the service on the Tools page.
Back IRS.gov home. Twitter is recovering from an unspecified technical issue that affected the microblogging service's main site site its APIs (application programming interfaces) for about an hour late Tuesday morning. Twitter is almost done fixing the problem, but the service hasn't quite returned to normal availability levels yet, the
company said in its official Twitter Status blog. We had a system-side issue this morning starting around [11 a.m US Eastern Time] that resulted in Twitter.com experiencing two 30 minute back-to-back incidents over about an hour, the memo reads. Prior to the problems on Tuesday, Twitter had had a solid June month of only two minutes
of downtime, according to Web performance monitoring company Pingdom.Twitter logged 52 minutes of downtime last month, for a 99.88 percent uptime rate, and was better in April when it was down for 37 minutes, according to Pingdom.Attention to Twitter's availability and performance issues are rising along with the service's booming
global popularity as the preferred tool for individuals , celebrities and companies to communicate with a massive audience via short text status updates. In February, Twitter said that its users post 50 million tweets per day, or an average of 600 per second. The company was once notorious for its frequent and extended outages, but has
improved significantly, although it is still slipping. For example, in August last year it had more than six hours of downtime and in October more than five hours. Its worst month so far this year was January with 89 minutes of downtime, according to Pingdom. Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn
a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. As I write this, Facebook is experiencing some kind of outage - apparently due to its rollout of new user pages. How long it will last is anyone's guess. The irony is that my first instinct was to write a status update - on Facebook. Even when my brain told me I couldn't do it,
my finger was clicking on my FB bookmark. That's how addicted many of us have become to the social network. With that in mind, I thought I'd offer this small list of ways to survive a Facebook outage.1. Try Twitter instead. (Duh.) 2. Need a chat fix? There are always instant messaging (remember that?). 3. Do you still need a chat fix? Try
your phone (remember that?). You probably haven't called your mother in ages. 4. Break out bleach wipes and give the mouse and keyboard a good wipedown. It's cold and flu season, after all.5. Read a book. Books are great. We spend so much time digesting small bits of status-update text that we forget how wonderful it can be to curl
up with... Oops! Facebook is back up. Gotta go for an update! Note: When you buy something after clicking on links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. After being down for a few hours for users over world, Snapchat's app seems to be working again. According to Down Detector,
users had trouble receiving and sending snaps, as well as problems with the app itself that is loading correctly. At least 8,000 people reported problems with problems on Wednesday, October 9. The problems appear to have started around 9 a.m. PT. Snapchat users took to Twitter to complain about the outage and to confirm that they
weren't the only ones experiencing problems with the popular app. None: Snapchat:#snapchatdown pic.twitter.com/wR1X0FqKBS &amp;; Zedd (@UnofficialZedd) October 9, 2019 So is snapchat broken, or is everyone just ignoring me, that's the question &amp;mdash; Kira???? (@kira_colleen) October 9, 2019 Why does Snapchat keep
saying couldn't update?! Hmmmm???!!! pic.twitter.com/tlZyrU1Svs &amp;; Georg Hannah (@georghannah__15) October 9, 2019 Down Detector says the mobile app has had problems every day this month so far. Snapchat's official Twitter account for support has tweeted out that the company is aware of Wednesday's problems. We're
aware that some Snapchatters are having trouble using the app. Hung tight - we look into it, Snapchat's support account tweeted out. We're #39;re aware some Snapchatters are having trouble using the app. Hold on tight - we'll look into it ???? &amp;mdash; Snapchat Support (@snapchatsupport) October 9, 2019 Although it seems to be
working again for most users, Snapchat support hasn't tweeted out that the problems are quite fixed yet. Snapchat was previously down on September 9, the same day instagram also experienced outage issues. It is not clear what caused the issues or whether outages on both sites were linked. Other recent outages include one that hit
Reddit, which was down for nearly two hours last month and resulted in tens of thousands of people being unable to access their preferred subreddits. Digital Trends reached out to Snapchat to comment on outcomes, as well as find out when users can expect them to be fixed. We'll update the story when we hear back. Recommendations
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